
 

Art and Design A Level 

Awarding Body:  OCR  

 

The focus of this A Level course is to extend and develop your skills learnt at GCSE.  

The course encourages you to develop your creativity through responding to a range 

of stimuli.  Independent work is essential, however, in the first year you will be taught 

a range of skills and techniques in workshop style sessions.  

  

You will be studying the Fine Art endorsement which requires you to use a range of 

both 2-D and 3-D media and techniques. Drawing, painting, printing and sculpture 

will be a focus, but you will also have the opportunity to explore photographic 

medium (both digital and dark room based) and installation design and methods. As 

the course progresses you will begin to develop specialist skills, thus finding 

processes that suit your intentions.  

 

Through the course you will learn to confidently take creative risks, to resolve 

mistakes, and to create a personal body of work that is contextualised within the 

work of other practitioners. 

 

You will also have the experience of working in a studio environment through access 

to the Sixth Form studio space. This invaluable resource will help you to work as an 

artist, giving you the freedom to work on your art during any free time. 

 

The Art Department runs regular study visits. You will be expected to take part in 

numerous visits to galleries to support and enhance your studies.  All visits are 

designed to work in conjunction with the course.      

 

 

Due to the coursework heavy nature of the course, it is hard work from the 

start.  The more you put in and enjoy yourself, the more rewarding the course 

will be! 

If you want to know more about the course, please do not hesitate to contact the 

Head of Art, axw@kes.net .   The exam specification is available from 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/type/gce/amlw/art_design/ 

 

 

Please see overleaf for details of the course Structure. 
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The course is split into two units, as follows: 

Course Structure Unit Details % 

Personal 

Investigation  

 

You will be required to produce two elements: 

- A portfolio of practical work showing 
your personal response to a starting 
point, brief, scenario or stimulus. This 
starting point will be devised by you in 
conversation with your teacher. 

- A related written study that explores the 
context within which the portfolio exists. 
This will involve researching the work 
of other practitioners, looking at artistic 
genres and art historical movements. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

60% of A-

Level 

Externally set task 

You will begin preparation for this in early 

February of Year 13. You will need to select a 

theme from the ones provided by the 

examination board.  You will be given a 

preparatory period to research, plan and 

explore your ideas.  Through this process you 

will produce a body of work that will culminate 

in a 15 hour examination where you will 

independently realise your response. 

40% of A-

Level  

 


